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Monday, June 8th, 2020 
 
I want to cover five areas in today’s update: 

1. The performance on the first day of a given month has portended the entire month’s performance 
2. The S&P 500 sets two new records, and the NASDAQ erases its losses for the year 
3. What are the view of institutional investors as it relates to the markets, coming election, COVID-19, and the 

economy?  
4. How could they be so wrong? A lens into the May jobs report and how economists got it so wrong 
5. What are small businesses thinking about and what are their concerns, once their respective states open back 

up for business? 
Brent 

 
As goes the first day of the month, as goes the entire month 
 
I’ve written quite a bit about the bizarre equity market price action in recent months, and while the first trading day of 
June saw a rally, even after the grim weekend of protests worldwide, the magnitude of the S&P 500’s performance was a 
pretty modest +0.38%1 for the first trading day of the month. But here’s the thing:  based on recent price moves, a positive 
session on the first day of the month offers the worst possible prognosis for the rest of the month.  In every month since 
last November, the direction of the S&P 500’s return on the first trading day has been reversed over the rest of the 
month. And in many cases, the reversal has been spectacular.2 
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That’s pretty crazy, but actually not out of the realm of plausibility. Assuming there’s a 50/50 chance that the S&P 500 
returns on day one match up with the rest of the month, we’d expect to see a streak of six “non-matches” roughly 1.5% 
of the time – or a little less than twice a decade. But in 1984-85, the S&P 500 sustained a run of 12 consecutive months 
in which the trend on day one of the month was reversed by month-end.2 That’s the sort of thing that statistically 
shouldn’t have happened since the foundation of the U.S.  
 
What makes the current episode odd, however, is the violence of the reversals. That’s of course attributable, to a 
significant degree, to the underlying volatility of the price moves. Still, I calculated data going back to 1970, and the two-
year correlation between moves on day one and those during the rest of the month has never been this negative (or 
indeed positive when intra-month stock price momentum is strong).1 What should we make of this? Frankly, I’m not sure. 
But I wouldn’t reach any broad conclusions about June’s return potential based on June 1 st’s daily return. Nevertheless, 
this phenomenon is very interesting. 
 

 
 
We now have two market records:  Largest bear market rally in 80 years, and fastest 50-day advance for the 
S&P 500 since the Great Depression. 
 
This bear market rally, or “bounce,” can now claim two records: 
 
 Record #1:  With a move off of March 23rd’s bottom of over 43%, this is now the largest bear market rally post World 

War II. Of the 11 bear markets since WWII prior to this one, the average bear market rally has been +14.4%, with the 
largest rally occurring during the Great Financial Crisis, from November 20th, 2008 through January 6th, 2009, of 
+24.7%. We are now 3x greater than the average bear market rally, and 18.7% higher than the highest previous 
bounce!1,3 
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Previous record: 11/20/08 thru 01/06/09          New Record: 03/23/20 thru 06/05/20 

    
 
 Record #2:  The S&P 500 just posted its fastest 50-day advance in nine decades,1 rising 40.1% from March 23rd through 

June 3rd.   
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In the mega-cap, tech-heavy NASDAQ, we’ve seen some incredible movements as well. The NASDAQ 100 has not only 
erased its entire loses for the year, but it is now up 9.9% year-to-date through June 5th (bottom left).  It has also now 
come back to hit an all-time record high, putting the entire blow from the pandemic behind it!1 (bottom right) 
 

       
 
While the stock market rally is nice to see, stocks are now beyond expensive. So where are S&P 500 valuations as of June 
5th, 2020? Stocks on a forward 12-month basis are trading at 22.1x5, and trading over 24x on a forward 24-month basis. 
Both of these measures are trading at their most expensive levels in over 20 years!4 
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Strategas Research Investors Survey – 20206 
 
The surveys below cover the views of Strategas Research’s top 500 institutional investors, including their outlook on 
markets, the coming election in November, and expectations on a return to some sense of normalcy once we get past 
COVID-19.  These survey results are thru June 1st, 2020: 
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Below was their May survey: 
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May jobs report – How could economists get it so wrong? 
 
After 42.6 million workers applied for initial unemployment claims over the last 11 weeks ending May 30th, and with 21.5 
million Americans receiving continuing unemployment insurance, it might be easy to see how economists would be 
expecting the total jobs number for May to be a bad one. The consensus forecast from economists for May jobs was for a 
contraction of -7.5 million net jobs lost. The actual number was a positive 2.5 million jobs added.1,7 How does this happen? 
 
The monthly U.S. jobs report can often surprise relative to projections, but forecasts have never been so spectacularly 
wrong as they were for May’s data, raising the question:  Why was this miss was so wide? Of the 78 economists surveyed 
by Bloomberg, the most optimistic forecast called for a decline of 800,000 jobs.1 Their estimates also expected the 
unemployment rate to approach 20%-the highest since the Great Depression in the 1930s - when in fact, it declined to 
13.3%.1,7 Playing a huge role in economists’ forecasts were floods of applications for jobless insurance and tens of millions 
of Americans still on benefit rolls - the extent of which the nation has never experienced in such a short time span. 
Moreover, economists’ models probably failed to fully take into account the government’s relief response, specifically the 
Paycheck Protection Program that provides firms funding to keep workers on staff.  
 
The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) noted several statistical issues with survey collection, but directionally there was a lot 
of good news. Nonfarm payrolls surged +2.5 million month-over-month in May as lower-paid workers were added back 
quickly.  Average hourly earnings declined -1.0% month-over-month, and the workweek rose to 34.7 hours.  There were 
downward revisions of -642,000 to prior months’ payroll data, but nonetheless the May reading was an upside surprise.7 
 
The U.S. unemployment rate declined to 13.3% (versus 14.7% previously reported) with labor force participation rising to 

60.8%. The U-6 underemployment rate moved lower to 21.2%.  Data on permanent job losers continued to climb higher, 
however (+295,000 month-over-month to 2.3 million). So furloughed workers have been brought back, but the last three 
months have seen over 1 million total jobs lost permanently.7 
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 Is the worst (economically) over? Manufacturing and services around the world have bounced off the bottom:6 

 
In the US:           In Europe: 

      
 

In China:6 
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What are small businesses thinking, and what are their expectations? 
 
 In their May 30th survey, the National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB) highlighted the top 10 concerns for 

small business owners once their respective states re-open for business (bottom left). Interestingly, aside from the 
obvious concern of being able to attract customers back, their top 2 concerns centered on (lack of) PPE supplies, and 
liability insurance around being sued for not providing a safe environment for their customers. Additionally, business 
owners are less optimistic for a speedy recovery (bottom right).4,8 

 

  
 

Please reach out to me or your First Citizens Bank partner with any questions or concerns.  
 

Brent 
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1Bloomberg / Bloomberg data 
2Bloomberg Economic research, Cameron Crise 
3First Citizens Bank, Capital Management group 
4Deutsche Bank Research 
5FactSet Research Insights 
6Strategas Research Partners 
7US Bureau of Labor Statistics, BLS 
8National Federation of Independent Business, NFIB 
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